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My first image of red is synonymous with the colour RED. This was taken practicing with refraction! 
This is called 'A drop of Cola' and was taken in my studio; using a macro lens - 3 images blended.

Photographer:  CH RISTIN E ROCH ER

F/ 8  1/ 15SEC  ISO100  |  90MM

Country:  AU STRA L IA



DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO

Brent Mail

When you think of a color, which comes to mind first?

RED - which is this months BootCamp Chal lenge.

BootCamp members went out and photographed red 
images and then got feedback from me and others 
inside BootCamp... over 2300 positive comments.

I'm impressed!

In this month?s issue: You?ll be seeing red! And lots of it. 
Because this issue is all about harnessing its power.

Whether it?s to express DANGER! or passion, or 
anything in between, red is a high energy color and 
packs a serious punch when used intentionally in your 
images. But you can easily overdo it if you?re not 
careful.

Keep flipping to discover what red represents and learn 
some color theory basics so you can use red to its full 
potential. I?ll even share a cool website you can use to 
analyze different color schemes and deepen your color 
theory knowledge.

Take a look at the members? examples on the following 
pages and see what creative sparks you get!

Welcome to issue 8 of 
Photo BootCamp Magazine! 

https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
https://shareinspirecreate.com/join-bootcamp
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"The color of the object 
il luminated partakes of the color 

of that which il luminates it." 
-  Leonardo da Vinci



R E D

SEEING RED

When you hear the phrase ?seeing red? what do you immediately think about?

Chances are high you thought anger. And rightly so. Red often represents anger.

But not so in photography. Red represents so much more in the artistic world and this month we are diving 
deeper, not only into RED, but into general color theory as well.

HARNESSING THE POWER OF RED

Red is a bold color. It?s an attention-grabbing color. In nature, it often represents danger, warning, anger, or 
?pay attention!? We even use it in our own societies to represent the same. Think of the STOP sign or stop 
lights, for example. Red means stop. 

But it has alternate meanings as well. It can also signify passion, love, and warmth. Think Valentine?s Day and 
all the variations of red you see with that holiday.  Even Christmas has made iconic use of red! Santa, 
Rudolph's nose. 

ALL of these meanings are applicable to photography. Red tends to be the attention grabber in any picture 
no matter what your story is. It can easily overpower your intended subject, so you want to learn how to best 
use red to enhance, rather than take away from your story. 



COLOR THEORY 

So how can you harness the power of RED in your photography? Learn about color theory! It?s a complex 
subject we can?t cover fully in a short article, but there are some basics that will get you started. 

In a moment, but not yet! go check out https:/ / color.adobe.com. Keep reading so you?ll know what you?re 
looking at before you go see what it?s all about.

On that website, you?ll notice there are six main color schemes to choose from on the left, but we?re going to 
focus on three main ones:

1. Analogous colors -  Colors that sit very close together on the color wheel. They are very similar and 
work well together. They impart a feeling of harmony, are pleasing to the eye, and tend to be found 
together in nature. One color dominates and the others accent. 

2. Complementary colors -  Opposite colors on the color wheel. They are high contrast and vibrancy and 
can look unnatural when paired together (think red and green - they have a time and a place but you 
don?t always want to see them right next to each other). When using a complementary color scheme 
you don?t want overuse the two colors, especially if they are supersaturated. 

3. Triad colors -  As the name suggests, a triad of colors - or three - are evenly spaced on the wheel. They 
can be vibrant and are also harmonious, especially when desaturated to a degree. As with analogous 
colors, one color dominates and the others are accents.

Now you can go check out the website. Play around with the colors by choosing a scheme and then 
dragging the handles around the wheel. Have fun and see what changes as you drag. Play with all three 
schemes to get an idea of what each represents. Start to notice how the colors play well together. Then 
make your own combinations and see if you can notice how what doesn't together.

You can also upload your own images and see the main colors in your photo and what type of scheme it is.

R E D

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/


YOUR TURN

Since this month is all about red, I challenge you to find some red in your own environment and upload your 
pictures to the Adobe site and see what the other main colors are. Use your newfound color theory 
knowledge and practice identifying if you have an analogous, a complementary, or a triad color scheme. 
Then go out and find more pictures you can take to create a different color scheme. 

You can also visit www.pinterest.com and type ?red photography? in the search to get some fantastic 
examples of what others have done with red.

IN CONCLUSION

Because red makes such a statement, it helps to understand how best to use it. You want to be intentional 
when capturing red to be sure that it is supporting your image. 

When you understand color, you dramatically increase your understanding of photography. You can make a 
greater impact and tell the story you?re after in a much more effective way. Red and these three schemes 
are just the beginning but a wonderful way to get started.

As you flip through the pages of this magazine, notice the impact red has. Notice how it makes you feel. The 
members have done an amazing job using red to tell their stories. Be sure to check out how you can join the 
Bootcamp at the end of the magazine! 

R E D



MEMBERS' 
IMAGES



Photographer:  A N DREW  ROB IN SON

An over the top shot of my native flower in 
Tunks Park, Sydney.

F/ 11  1/ 30SEC  ISO100  |  85MM

Feedback: K ERRIE CL ARKE

Gorgeous shot, Andrew. Love the 
variations of light and dark, and the 
detail is just beautiful. Well shot.

Country: AUSTRALIA

Country: AUSTRALIA



Photographer: A L EX COOK

If there's two things most Tongans love it 's 
their national sports teams and their church. 
This church is not far from my home and is 
bedecked with the Tongan flag in support of 
their rugby league team, who were playing an 
international match against Australia, here in 
Auckland, NZ, last weekend. They were always 
the underdogs and, yes, the Aussies beat 
them, but by all accounts they had a good 
party. With all that red on display they also 
gave me a great photo opportunity for this 
challenge. I confess it was a hurried shoot but I 
got the weather right and the light was pretty 
good, and there was a nice breeze so I 
captured the flags snapping in the wind. It 
wouldn't be as good on a windless day. 

Country:  N EW  Z EA L A N D

Feedback:   JULIE BROOKS

Hi Alex, I watched that game and I was going for the underdogs, even though I'm an Aussie, the support 
for the Tongans was massive - 25,000 people pretty much all dressed in red! What a sight to behold and 
what a perfect place to get a great image to meet this month's Bootcamp Challenge! It 's a shame that I 
was only watching from my lounge room :) The flags, with a cross in the corner outside a church - 
excellent symbolism and an interesting juxtapositioning of the old and the new. Love it!

Country:  AU STRA L IA



F/ 5.6  1/ 80SEC  ISO500  |  90MM

I had 7 tomatoes that I looked at and 
considered how to shoot. After a fun 
session, this is what I decided on. It is hand 
held. I was just doing some scratch photos 
with my 16-80 mm and then with my 90 
mm macro. I didn't expect to get anything I 
wanted to use without a tripod, but I was 
happy with this so I went with it.

Photogra[her:  JIM WHEELER

Country: USA

Feedback:  CH RISTIN E ROCH ER

This is a very good image Jim...I like how you 
have filled the frame wit the tomatoes and have 
used DoF to make the front tomato pop. A very 
strong image, well done!

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback:  B REN DA POTTS

I love the colors and how the shadows highlight 
the texture of the piece. This is a really 
intriguing image, and I'd be interested in seeing 
something next to it to give some size 
perspective. Is this just sticking up in the air? A 
very interesting capture!

Country:  U SA

"Cupid's Arrow, Fletching" - Cupid's Span by 
Artists Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van 
Bruggen is a grand scale outdoor art installation 
on the Embarcadero, San Francisco, California.

Photographer:  R ICH ARD  H U TSON

SONY A7RLLL  |  F/ 2.8  1/ 1250SEC  ISO100  |  70MM

Country:  U SA



Photographer: CHRISTINE DOMINGO

I am posting another bee. I suppose 
everyone expects that from me now. At 
least this one was on a red background. 
There is a bottle brush tree near where I 
work and I tried taking pics of it at different 
angles, etc. In the end, I felt this was the 
best crop.

Country:  USA

Feedback:   B REN T M AIL

Stunner! Super sharp bee - like the reds 
and greens too. Brilliant!

Country:   AU STRA L IA



Feedback:  JACKIE SCH EFER

Very nice composition. The background is 
perfect for this image. I can feel the hot of 
this fire. very good shot.

Country:  SW ITZ ERL A N D

F/ 6.3  1SEC  ISO100  |  70MM

Photographer:  VAL ERIE W ORTH EN

I went back to the location of my first red 
entry and tried to capture the colors and 
include more of the river. While I 
accomplished what I set out to do I wasn't 
overly excited about the results so for my 
final entry I took this photo at my husband's 
hunting camp.

Country:  U SA



I planned this out for two days! Looked for 
tons of photos on Pinterest and the web of 
strawberries and was happy when I did not 
find anything like what I was thinking of 
doing. For me, I planned to shoot them in my 
dining room with a light on them, but then 
saw the light coming through the window so 
set up with natural light. This took me ages, 
and the whipped cream kept shrinking. So I 
did stack them - not for focus so much but to 
make sure my whipped cream was not too 
flat! So this is a three image shot. I shot about 
50 photos and kept looking and coming back, 
tweaking how I had the strawberries sitting 
so one could say these were shot with intent!

NIKON D750  |  F/ 1.4  1/ 25SEC  ISO125  |  85MM

Photographer: SH EREE EBAN KS

Country:  CAYM A N  ISL A N DS

Feedback:  ROM Y V IL L AN U EVA

Suddenly I crave for ice cream. Your hard 
work paid off. Lovely composition. Well done 
Sheree.

Country:  PH IL IPPIN ES



Feedback:  B REN T M AIL

I think out of the different coloured background 
this one is the best for me. Even though it 's just 
reds and blacks - I like it more. I also like that 
you lit it from the side and those little highlights 
on the glass add a nice touch. Well done. 

Country:  AU STRA L IA

Photographer:  SARA O 'B RIEN

My subject is the same, slightly different use. I 
was struggling to find a different perspective 
with the pillow on the white chair. Then I 
realized-who needs the chair? (Me-I love it-but 
it 's not red) So I took a red lipstick and put it on 
the red pillow.

Country:  U SA



Feedback:  A N GIE M IL L ER

Romy - this is such a creative image! It 
definitely isn't another red flower! Great 
Imagination!

Country:  U SAF/ 5.6  1/ 10SEC  ISO3200  |  55MM

Photographer: ROM Y V IL L AN U EVA

Been raining here in my place. I also don't 
feel like submitting another red flower so I 
thought of this picture.

Country:  PH IL IPPIN ES



Photographer:  PETER DW IGH T

One of my favorite shots & I hope that you like 
it also ,not a lot of Red but the stems are  and a 
little vignette.

SONY A-77  |  F/ 5.6  ISO100  |  75MM

Country:  AU STRA L IA

Feedback:  B REN T M AIL

Wow Peter - your image really pops! I think 
it's because of the white hairs that outline 
the red stems. Stunning capture.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback:   J IM  W H EEL ER

Keri. Excellent picture! Love the red of the 
pedals against the green background. The 
spider is tack sharp and the contrast of the 
yellow against the red flower is amazing. I 
like it the way it is but I think it would also 
be amazing if you cropped it really tight 
around the spider. That would be an 
awesome second image. Great job!!

Country:  U SA

F/ 8  1/ 800SEC  ISO1250  |  250MM

Photographer:  K ERI D OW N

My red challenge begins with my red 
subject. "Big Red". I have not edited this 
shot.

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Photographer:  RACHEL GILMOUR

In trying to keep to the brief, here's the 
same apple and in the same place. Not 
elevated this time. Hand-held over head. 

Country: AUSTRALIA
Feedback: CH RISTIAN  P IRON

Rachel, nice different picture. Great 
contrast between the smooth surface of 
the apple and the grainy underground. 
Very nice colours. Well done.

Country:  BELGIUM
F/ 5.6  1/ 125SEC  ISO640  |  85MM



Photographer:  K ERRIE CL ARKE

Thought I'd try something indoors, I have no 
experience with special lighting. This was shot 
side lit from a window with some black art paper 
behind. Red Gerbera.

Country:  AUSTRALIA
F/ 7  1/ 4SEC  ISO160  |  70MM

Feedback:  VAL ERIE W ORTH EN

Very nice Kerrie, looks like a studio photo and 
really good use of your lighting. I like how you have 
composed this and the red color really stands out 
with a subtle yellow in the stem and center. Well 
done.

Country:  U SA

BEFORE

AFTER



Feedback:  CH RISTIN E ROCH ER

Peter, a very interesting capture. I love the 
candidness and the feeling of innocence 
you have captured. and the colours are so 
striking, with the hands leading us up to the 
eyes! Excellent work!

Country:  AUSTRALIA

Photographer: PETER B RODY

I took this picture last year in India, so I can't 
recreate it or retool it weekly. I was in a 
village and was drawn to this woman and 
her red veil. In addition, I was focused on her 
eyes and the mysteriousness of what she 
was thinking.

Country:  USA



Photographer:   J IM  A L B ERTSON

I really got lazy on this one. So much so that I did not 
even walk outside to get this shot. I captured this 
image shooting through the window of our family room 
by placing the lens right up against the glass, which 
pretty much makes the glass invisible. This is our 
neighbor's "twin" red barns. Kind of unique.

Country:  U SA
F/ 8  1/ 320SEC  ISO200  |  230MM Feedback:  R ICH ARD  H U TSON

Jim, I love barns and this is a great 
shot with the lighting perfect. I think 
I would have cropped out the barn 
on the right to get rid of the trees. 
Nice work.

Country:  U SA



Photographer:  JU DY W ARD

This image was taken in a public 
space that uses red lighting shining 
up from the boardwalk to illuminate 
several trees. This is just one way 
war veterans are remembered on a 
major road called 'Memorial Drive' 
here in Calgary. I took many images 
of full trees, partial trees, stems 
with a single leaf, lights in the 
background vs no lights, and 
different angles and focal lengths. I 
settled on trying to capture lights 
behind relatively bare branches. 
There are some problems with this 
image. The focus isn't as good as 
would like due to wind. Also, 
because I bumped up the exposure 
quite a bit in post processing, parts 
of the image look like woven fabric. 
Nevertheless, I'm pretty happy with 
how this turned out, and like the 
framing from the branches above 
and below the light balls from the 
far side of the riverbank. In editing, I 
cloned out some very soft large 
leaves on the left to make the 
image less busy.

Feedback:  S IG RAN N EM

Judy, I think you are being a bit hard on yourself. I see this 
more as a piece of art than just purely a "photograph". As a 
result, I do not find the focus being slightly off to be a 
problem. To me it is the artistic expression that counts and I 
consider that to be excellent! The red on black make this 
image very dramatic and also mysterious. In addition, the 
off-centre, blurred white spot creates great contrast and a 
wonderful focal point - very well done!

Country:  CA N A DA

F/ 5  0.3SEC  ISO100  |  100MM

Country:  CA N A DA



Photographer:  K AREN  PADIL L A

Perhaps that's my biggest challenge, to find 
time to take get out and take the photos and 
get time to process them. In the "red" has a lot 
of meanings. I frequently feel I'm in the "red" 
when it comes to time. Lots of balls in the air. 
Some times I just want to close the door and 
not let anything more into my time.

Country:  U SA

Karen, I agree the simplicity of this image clearly 
focuses on the topic for this month. It is difficult to 
find spare time, but you?ve done it here. Keep 
perservering!

Feedback:  DIANNE MCILWAIN

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback:  PETER DW IGH T

love it ,great car & we all know that the 
Red ones are the fastest ,composed well 
& super sharp.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

F/ 1.4  1/ 125SEC  ISO320  |  L35MM

Photographer: JOH N  D ON N EL LY

Country:  AU STRA L IA

came across this beautiful red Mustang on 
my walk. (removed license plate for privacy)



Feedback:  JU DY W ARD

Hi Erez - I really like the red interior of the 
boat and the reflection. The red really draws 
my eye. While not a bright red, I also like the 
dark red in the roofs in the buildings. Very 
nice image with a peaceful mood.

Country:  CA N A DA

Photographer:  EREZ  SH IL AT

My camera requires a fix, so I can't 
continue with the previous theme. An 
older image instead. It was taken in 
Skopelos at Skopelos Island, Greece.

Country:  ISRA EL

F/ 10  1/ 200SEC  ISO200



FEATURED 
ARTIST



Classic Chevy Bel Air. USA I shot and edited this image a few years ago 
but thought it would go well for the Red Challenge.  I used Aurora for 
the HDR edit. I also blurred the background with Snapheal.

Country:  AUSTRALIA

F EA T URED 
IM A G E

D E B Y  Z W I E R L E I N - C A R T E R
U SA

Photographer: D EBY Z W IERL EIN - CARTER

CANON 6D  |  F/ 9  1/ 60SEC  ISO100  |  105MM



GETTING TO KNOW  
OUR FEATURED ARTIST:

DEBY 
Z W IERL EIN

CA RTER

Brent : How did you develop an interest in photography?

Deby: I have been captivated with photography since I was young, 
growing up in the small town of Klamath on the Northern California 
coast in the USA.  With such rich subject matter - the towering trees 
of the Redwood Forest, the beautiful Pacific Ocean, and fog 
shrouded hills, I quickly developed a love for the expression that 
photography allows which has lasted my whole life.

Brent : What does photography mean to you?

Deby: I guess the best way to explain what photography means to me is to say that my passion for photography 
has helped me communicate my unique perceptions of our world with others.  I love the freedom to be creative 
from my heart.  I feel photography has given me an increased appreciation for the beauty all around us, 
allowing me to capture precious moments in time.

Brent : What is your favorite subject to Photograph?

Deby: My latest endeavor is photographing classic and derelict old rusty cars, ghost towns of yesterday, 
treasured items, and capturing the small details of nature (often overlooked by most)  on my walks.  I?m 
constantly looking around for beautiful lighting to transform a common object into a piece of art to be proudly 
displayed.  I also really enjoy shooting candids of people (strangers) with street photography.

U SA



PH OTOGRA PH ER D E B Y  Z W I E R L E I N - C A R T E R

"Photography is the story I  
fail to put into words" 

-  Destin Sparks

Deby's favor it e inspirat ional quot e:



Brent : From your point of view, what makes a good picture?

Deby: Wow, so many things make a good picture, as in; amazing lighting, good composition, proper exposure, 
interesting subject matter along with being able to communicate your vision with the viewer.  The most powerful 
thing that makes a good photograph is eliciting emotion from the viewer.  To have someone feel emotion, to feel 
melancholy, happiness, excitement, a giggle, experience a memory, or reminding you of someone or 
someplace.  How could you get tired of such an image?

PH OTOGRA PH ER D E B Y  Z W I E R L E I N - C A R T E R



Brent : Tell us about the featured image:  What was the inspiration behind it?   What was your process to get 
it?  How  did you do the post processing?

Deby: My inspiration behind this photograph was to make the viewer feel like this could be a time machine into 
the past - just open the car door, hop inside, crank up the radio and flash back into days gone by.

I shot this Classic Chevy Bel Air at the Hot August Nights Car Show in Reno, Nevada USA a few years ago.   The 
weather is usually really hot here for this annual event so I don?t stay long as I don?t handle the heat very well.

I used my Canon 6D camera, 24-105mm lens (at 24mm), ISO 100, hand held, while shooting 3 frames; one 
underexposed, one normal exposure and one overexposed.  I then blended them together in Aurora HDR 
software.   I also removed all of the color from this image while only leaving the red to make a bold statement.  I 
then blurred the back ground with Snapheal to make this classic care really stand out.

PH OTOGRA PH ER D E B Y  Z W I E R L E I N - C A R T E R



Brent : The sky?s the limit, no constraints ?..  What are your grand photography dreams?                      

Deby: Okay, really no constraints?  Put me on a private jet, or the Orient Express, with a brand new camera and 
lenses, along with a camera bearer to carry it all!  I would knock myself out taking candids as mentioned 
above, photographing historical sites, landscapes, old rustic items, and interesting people for a start.  There 
would not be enough time left in my little life to do it all!

Brent : Since the photography techniques and equipment change quickly, it is important to stay up-to-date.  
What do you do to always keep up with the times?

Deby: Keeping up with the times can be difficult.  The best way, I feel, is to have someone to whom you can go 
to get direct advice with regards to equipment and trends.  I find listening to photography podcasts, you tube 
videos,Brent?s  Photography BootCamp challenges, along with trial and error to be a great help.

PH OTOGRA PH ER D E B Y  Z W I E R L E I N - C A R T E R



MEMBERS' 
IMAGES



Feedback:  CH RISTIN E D OM IN GO

I'm in the same boat as you Tessa. I really like 
this. Great color and clarity. I feel like the 
shadow represents the fact that in days this 
leaf will be darker and then it will be winter. It 's 
a very nice shot.

Country:  U SA

Photographer:  T ESSA 

This is the re-shoot, with a clearer shadow. 
Unfortunately, there are hardly any leaves left 
on the tree now and I've tried to preserve the 
ones I had by keeping them in water, but 
they're starting to lose their colour. 

Country:  U N ITED  K IN GDOM

F/ 11  1/ 125SEC  ISO100



Feedback:   JACKIE SCH EFER

Nice Nice Nice ! Nice framed, nice contrast, 
nice lines. Very good shot.

Country: SW ITZ ERL A N D

Photographer:  W AYN E Z U SSM AN

Titled " Searching for My Keys" Taken in 
Trinidad Cuba . I'm including two versions. 
The original includes a white wall on the right 
side. The cropped version does not. Does 
including the white wall help balance the 
photo having alternating columns of blue and 
white or does the white wall distract from the 
main image of the man in red? I welcome and 
appreciate your thoughts.

F/ 8  1/ 500SEC  ISO320  |  120MM

Country:  U SA



Photographer:  T RACEY N ASH

This flower a type of Zygo Cactus only opens for a short period of time, before it starts to sag and close 
up again. I was trying to get a tack sharp, close up on this flower bud because of the raindrops. I was 
fighting a breeze and intermittent showers. I use a Canon 750D I had the 18-55mm kit lens on with a 
Neewer digital high definition 0.45X super wide angle lens with macro. The Neewer was given to me 
and as I had never used it before I thought I would give it a try. I have not done a comparison without it. 

Country: AUSTRALIA

F/ 5.6  1/ 60SEC  ISO100  |  55MM

Feedback:  B REN DA POTTS

Great timing to capture such a 
short- lived flower! The muted colors 
and DOF are really nice, and the 
raindrops are a great touch. Great 
way to start your Boot Camp journey!

Country: U SA



Photographer: RODN EY CH ARLTON

We have a large Bottlebrush (Callistemon) 
tree in our yard, currently full of the red 
brush flowers. I took a variety of images from 
different positions and distances and 
couldn't find a good photo arrangement for 
the full tree that I liked. Given the close 
distance to the flower needed to show the 
detail I wanted, I found that I couldn't get 
enough depth of field to get many of the red 
stamens or even the small green leaves 
which protrude from the end, in focus, even 
when the aperture was closed down (f/ 16 
etc). The slower shutter speed due to the 
small aperture didn't get a sharp image, with 
the flowers swaying in the breeze. So I used 
focus stacking with 20 images to create this 
version which I liked best.

Country: AUSTRALIA

F/ 5.6  1/ 40SEC  ISO200  |  60MM

Feedback: CH RISTIN E D OM IN GO

Excellent job, you don't often see them from 
this angle.

Country: U SA



Feedback: D EBY Z W IERL EIN - CARTER

This is such a lovely shot for this time of year. I've 
always wanted to visit a small town like this with 
beautiful Autumn (fall) colors as I see here. We 
have a few small trees here in the high desert but 
nothing like this. Wow! I would expect to see a 
photo like this in a travel magazine. Really nice.

Country:  U SA
F/ 8  1/ 100SEC  ISO100  |  85MM

Photographer: S IG RAN N EM

Country:  CA N A DA

Fall in Middle America - On our recent 
return trip to Canada from Wisconsin we 
drove through the small town of Munising 
Michigan on the south shore of Lake 
Superior. All of a sudden my wife said 
"stop the car, do you see what I see?" I was 
daydreaming so must give her credit for 
identifying this scene!



Feedback: ROM Y V IL L AN U EVA

Country:  PH IL IPPIN ES

Photographer:   DENIS O'BYRNE

Last week I managed to sketch a few shots of 
my Fuchsia. Come tomorrow these shots won't 
be around

F/ 4.5  1.200SEC  ISO400  |  5MM

Country:  IRELAND

I like this one Denis. The red really pops. Great 
composition and nicely focused. Gorgeous 
flowers. Well done.

BEFORE

AFTER



Feedback:  CH RISTIAN  P IRON  

Point, you sure have a dreamy effect 
with this lens. Great colours with all 
those red tints.

Country:  BELGIUM

LENSBABY VELVET 56 @ F/ 1.6 1/ 500 SEC | ISO 200

Photographer: M ARTIN  H U L L

Here's my only submission on this one. So much 
going on at the moment. I have been taking many 
shots of a blueberry plant because at this time of 
the year it turns red. After many weeks of 
photographing it at different angles and with 
different lens. At f/ 1.6 the velvet creates well, a 
"velvet" effect. I did no special post processing to 
get this effect. Makes a think a little of the Orton 
effect.

Country:  USA



 F5.6  1/ 350SS  ISO 1250 | 18MM

Photographer: K ATH Y POTTER

There have been so many cool and interesting posts for 
"seeing red". I am afraid my creative mind took a break this 
month but one of my favorite "red" things is sunsets. This 
photo was taken on Fort Myers Beach. Every sunset is vastly 
different and I take dozens of each sunset, and I have found 
patience is the key. The afterglow of sunset normally 
produces the best red colors. If I can outlast the no-see-ems, 
then I can normally get some great shots. I am submitting two 
shots, each from a different angle. 

Feedback:   B REN DA POTTS 

Stunning! I like the leading lines of the 
pilings in the far right and the dark 
cloud coming in from top right. The 
cloud formations are inspiring!

Country:  U SA

Country:  U SA



Feedback: CH RISTIN E ROCH ER

Christian, the red against the striking blue is 
very effective here!

Country:  AUSTRALIA

Each year several artists present their 
favorite or new artwork on our (very) litt le 
coast. Those are very diverse. One of those 
artists (Arne Quinze) made those colourful 
red blocks (called "Rock Strangers") as 
criticism for the strong generalization in the 
urban development.

F/ 11  1/ 250SEC  ISO100  |  29MM

Photographer:  CHRISTIAN PIRON

Country:  BELGIUM



Feedback:  KAREN PADILLA

Nice abstract. The red leaf is in focus when enlarged. 
Very pretty. I think the red could stand alone but the 
green adds to the abstract feel.

Country: USA
F/ 11  1/ 20SEC  ISO100  |  70MM

Photographer:  K ATH L EEN  FEEL EY

Have tried so many red compositions which 
haven't worked out that I'm feeling blue! Last 
chance before the deadline: Red Abyssinian 
Banana Leaves.

Country:  U SA



Feedback:  VAL ERIE W ORTH EN

Really good photo and use of lighting. I love 
how you have captured the ambiance of this 
dinner performance. You have inspired me 
to try a low light photo like this. Nice Job!!

F/ 3.8  1/ 320SEC  ISO400  |  34MM

Photographer:   JAN ICE CH EN

I took this photo at a Japanese Teppanyaki 
restaurant. Saw the cover photo of this 
month's challenge video, I was excited to 
choose this restaurant for a special event 
because the chef set the fire on the cooking 
table. :) I missed several opportunities, the 
camera auto focus cannot easily focus as 
the lighting was very dim. Only this one 
photo is clear enough and the chef is facing 
the fire.

Country:  AUSTRALIA

Country: USA



Photographer:  IN GRID  POM EROY

Red Lyon Amarylli

Country:  U SA
F/ 3.4  1/ 5SEC  ISO80  |  4MM

Feedback:  D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Hi Ingrid. Lovely close up with nice 
detail. I like the softness to this shot. 
Well done.

Country:  IREL A N D



Feedback:  J IM  W H EEL ER

Juan. What beautiful image of a beautiful 
woman. The lighting is balanced, no shadows, 
and very soft and even. The red lipstick 
matches her red dress. Really excellent 
composition. Great job. I would not have 
guessed that you never did this before. Very 
professional!

Country:  U SA

Photographer:  JUAN  ACOSTA

My friend's daughter wanted me do a 
maternity shoot. ( never did one before) , This 
was perfect for this month's challenge.

Country:  U SA
SONY A7III  |  F/ 7.1  1/ 60SEC  ISO1000  |  55MM



BEFORE

AFTER

F/ 3.5  1/ 160SEC  ISO500  |  90MM

Photographer: B ON N IE SPON SEL L ER

Feedback:  D EN IS O 'B YRN E

Lovely shot of a Begonia. They are a 
lovely flower and your capture of it is very 
good. It is a soft flower and you have 
captured that very well. I just might crop a 
little of the right. Well done.

Begonias - I like the complementary colors... 
the dark green on the top right and bottom 
left; the texture on the petals; the bokeh 
effect. I first noticed the hint of yellow on the 
center flower and in the unfolding flower. 
Maybe a tighter crop or attention to the rule of 
thirds might improve this image.

Country:  IREL AN D

Country:  U SA



F/ 5.0  1/ 40SEC  ISO100  |  35MM

Photographer: B IL L H AN SON

Opposing Points. Thought I'd try something 
really simple. Shot with natural light, and 
the green backdrop is one of my shirts.

Feedback:  R ICH ARD  H U TSON

Bill, Opposing Points is very creative 
and well executed. Red really pops out 
and I like the way the black recedes 
into the dark green texture of the 
material.

Country:  U SA Country:  U SA



Photographer:  EU GEN E B RAN N AN

While this photo was taken at a public outdoor 
function, I utilized the same type of approach 
Brent wanted, I spent time looking for 
things/ opportunities of photos to take. I took a 
number of sketch photos of the area and 
different scenes, then waited until I had 
subjects in the desired position. Photo is from 
the "Red Dress Run" in New Orleans, LA. This is 
a charity event that is in its 24th year where all 
participants wear a "red dress." All proceeds 
from the event go directly to charity. The 
selected photo is after the "Run" and some of 
the participants enjoying the view from the 
balcony of the fun and festivities on Bourbon 
Street in the French Quarter. 

SONY A6000  |  F/ 5.6  1/ 1250SEC  ISO100  |  36MM

Country:  USA

Wow, great shot! I've heard about this run, it 
looks like fun. What a beautiful blue sky in the 
background. Love it!

Feedback:  CH RISTIN E D OM IN GO

Country:  U SA



Feedback:  A N N ETTE H AL LORAN

Hi Dianne, Great shot, lots of mood and I like 
the texture in the foreground and the effect 
of layers leading into the fire, great contrasts 
too

Photographer:  D IAN N E M CILW AIN

We have been taking a short break and stayed 
at this lovely cottage on our way to see our 
sons. The weather wasn't the best that evening, 
so a glass of red in front of the fireplace was a 
great idea plus an opportunity for an image for 
this month.

Country:  AU STRA L IA

Country:  AU STRA L IA



Feedback:  S IG RAN N EM

I really like the colour nuances in this 
image. They complement each other 
beautifully. You also did a great job with 
achieving great focus from front. to back.

Photographer:  B ARBARA G IL B ERT

This shot was taken after my workshop as I 
traveled east and north thru Arizona, etc. This 
picture was taken at the Painted Desert in 
Arizona.  I used a tripod and the skills I had 
learned at the workshop to make it crisp from 
edge to edge.

Country:  U SA

Country:  CA N A DA

NIKON D750  |  F/ 16  1/ 60SEC  ISO100



Ac know l edgement s

About  this publ icat ion: 
Photo BootCamp Magazine was created to showcase the art, skills, and camaraderie of the recruits from the Academy. 
Each month, Brent leads members in a new drill, teaching them what they need to know to get out in the field and 
create images using their new skills.

About  Photo BootCamp Academy: 
Photo BootCamp Academy is a community of like-minded photography students who come together to learn in the 
fastest, most fun way - how to harness the magic of photography, improve their craft, gain confidence, and sometimes 
even win awards! 

Join BootCamp here: ht tps:/ / shareinspirecreate.com/ join-bootcamp
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